Naylor’s Organic Family Farm Stay
Naylor's Organic Family Farm Stay

Rates

Romantic Garden Room
This romantic room features a view of the orchards and the Sierra Nevada Mountains (weather permitting). It includes a queen-sized bed and private bath with a large jacuzzi tub. There are rocking chairs on the veranda and a private door.

All rooms are available Wednesday - Saturday nights only or by appointment.

Winter/Spring, February - April $159
Summer, mid-May - mid-August $179
Fall, October - December by appointment only
January - closed

Country Comfort Room
This room features universal access. The private bath has a large shower that is wheelchair accessible. An inflatable mattress is available for children. Pets are allowed with a $25 cleaning fee. There are rocking chairs outside the private front entry.

Winter/Spring, February - April $129
Summer, mid-May - mid-August $159
Fall, October - December by appointment only
January - closed
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#kacf – know a CA farmer
#smallfarm
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Mike and Nori Naylor